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fIndings: Types of Information Operations deployed during the war

Conclusion and future research directions
The war has demonstrated that the extensive use of information 
warfare can influence people’s attitude to the war and the war 
development.  The war serves as an alarm that we must keep an eye 
on the development of such forms of warfare, so that The democratic 
community can respond appropriately to future operations.

Individuals have to step up to be critical and responsible citizens. 
Comprehensive education developed by the concerted efforts across 
multiple parties is also necessary to help citizens become capable of 
combating manipulated information. close collaboration between the 

government and relevant parties is strongly encouraged.

More empirical research is needed to comprehensively evaluate the 
impact of such tactics on public opinion and war development, thus 
assessing the threat posed by information warfare.  Academia should 

also keep track of the evolution of such warfare.

IMPLICATIONS
While the rise of information warfare is an uncomfortable truth to truth-seekers like 
us, We must stand against malicious information manipulation to defend democracy and 
our mind’s independence. more education is needed to help uphold rationality.

Suffering from information overload, people lack the capacity and time to process all 
information, so they need to seek information shortcuts.  Manipulated information is 
an attractive shortcut because  it is brainwashing, invasive, or emotionally appealing

the audience may not notice that the information is distorted, so information warfare 
can prompt people to believe and behave in a way aligned with the initiator’s political 
goals. The strong domestic support for Russia‘s invasion and sympathy towards Russia 
can be attributed to Russia’s and China’s dissemination of manipulated information

Information warfare can complement other factors (e.g. hypocritical embracement of Information warfare can complement other factors (e.g. hypocritical embracement of 
Ukraine, discontent with the West’s past military activities, biased treatment of 
non-Western countries) to further trigger distrust or hostility toward the West, thus 
prompting them to stay away from the West or even align with Russia

Thanks to digitalization, the spread of manipulated information will become faster and Thanks to digitalization, the spread of manipulated information will become faster and 
less costly. Both domestic and international audiences will have greater exposure to 
manipulated information, which can trick them into becoming aggressors’ supporter. 
Thus, information warfare will become increasingly effective as shown by the war.

The term fact-checking may end up being a tool for politicians and aggressors to make 
other false information more persuasive, so people will find difficulties in obtaining 
reliable sources of information. 
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“Wars no longer solely take place on a physical battlefield with guns and missiles, 
but people‘s minds will become a more important arena.”

Suggestions

• Develop education and media 
promotion to help individuals 
build up their digital citizenship

• Carry out extensive                  
research

• Coordinate other                      
partners

• Facilitate the                        
teaching and                              
learning of digital                       
citizenship

• Maintain constructive 
dialogues with govt to improve 
current strategies

• Make efforts in cultivating and 
exercising their digital citizenship 

proactively and responsibly

• Receive relevant                          
education and media                       

promotion

• Complement govt
 efforts and act as a 

support

• Maintain constructive 
dialogues with govt to 

improve current strategies

Innovation of 
info operations
observed

variance
extensiveness & 

scale of info operations
UP!!!

Active use of
multi-faceted
info operations

S U M M A R Y  o f  f i n d i n g s

WORDING
SANITIZATION

• Refuse to frame Russia’s aggressive acts as wars or 
invasions
• Call the invasion ‘Demilitarization operations’/‘Special 
military operation’

Selective
reporting

• Understate the scale of Russia‘s military activities and 
war destructions
• Ignore civilian death caused by Russian troops

CENSORSHIP

• EXPAND fake news laws and impose harsh penalties
• LIMIT citizens‘ access to foreign media (e.g. BBC & DW) to  
contain the spread of anti-war materials
• FILTER and refuse to translate or broadcast Anti-Russia 
or pro-West content 

Distortion of 
responsibilities

• Blame NATO and the Us for failing to satisfy Russia’s 
demand for security and creating humanitarian disasters 
IN PREVIOUS crisis
• CREATE ANTI-WEST hashtag, cartoons, and publications
• BLAME UKRAINE FOR damaging infrastructure, housing and 
other facilities

Baseless 
accusations

• ACCUSE Ukraine of harming civilians, performing genocide 
against russian-speaking people, committing war crimes, 
or threatening Russia without any justification

EMOTIONally charged
content

• Circulate clips of women supporting Russian soldiers 
and clips of surrendered Ukraine soldiers to boost morale 
and encourage support
• CALL Ukraine a neo-Nazi force and compare the invasion 
to the Soviet Union’s defence of its homeland from Nazi 
aggression

Fabricated 
Information

• produce ‘evidence’ to support its claims (e.g. a video in 
which Ukrainian soldiers treat civilians violently)
• Deny RUSSIAN military setbacks like the loss of Russian 
aircraft, helicopters, and armored vehicles
• Spread false claims that Ukraine's military personnels 
were leaving their positions and exaggerate the number of 
surrendered Ukraine soldiers

Conspiracy 
Theory

• spread messages that Ukraine has built up bioweapon 
manufacturing laboratories with US assistance and devel-
oped a bioweapon which could hinder the reproductive 
capability of immunity of Russians, thus putting Russians 
vulnerable to extinction

POTENTIAL
SEO

• For some search items (e.g. DPR and LPR), Russian state 
media appear in the top search results more frequently
  

Disguising disinfo 
as fact-checking

• MAKE USE of the name of “fact-checking” to circulate 
more fake claims by using fake stories to refute another 
fake story (e.g. Debunking a 2017 Kharkiv strike video 
which is not circulated by ukraine and instead possibly 
produced by russia)

NEW

Introduction & Research importance

Despite the brutality of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, support/sympathy 
toward Russia is shown by some actors. This can be attributed to Russia 
and its strategic partner China’s  multi-facet information warfare. 

Literature GAP

(i) Analysis of information warfare during the war remains scattered; 
(ii) a lack of peer-reviewed scholarly literature directly discussing 
the use of information warfarE due to the incident’s timely nature

Methodology

Documentary analysis of relevant documents and media sources to con-
ceptualize the forms of information warfare used by RUSSIA and China;  
USING relevant keywords for searching and coming up with the analysis 
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